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Rock drake nest ark

This Mod:- Adds optionalwyvern, griffin and rock drake nest spawners to ANY map.- Adds an optional wyvern Spawner to spawn in regular fire, lightning, poison, ice and Alpha Wyverns- Adds an optional Griffin spawner.- Adds an optional Phoenix spawner, no heat wave required! Mod ID: 924563988Mod is clean and stackableThis mod
will no longer receive updates. Click here for MOD SPAWN CODESClick here for detailed Spawner informationTo change the settings for each spawner, you must have administrator privileges. The ADMIN ICON must also be ENABLED in the server settings (it is enabled by default). Hold E (or use the button when you reset the button)
on each altar to change the spawn settings for this spawner. The server administrator must place the Wyvern, Griffin, or Phoenix pawners where the spawners should occur, and the nest spawners can be placed anywhere in the map. You only need one of each NEST spawner on the map. WyvernsWyvern Nest SpawningThe server
administrator must place a Wyvern Nest Altar (Spawner) in the map to start the wyvern nest spawn across the entire map. The position of the spawner has no influence on where the nests spawn. Nests spawn directly under wild Wyverns. You only need ONE Wyvern NEST altar on the map. Wyvern SpawningThe server administrator
must place a Wyvern altar (Spawner) to begin the wyvern spawning near the altar. You have to choose what types of Wyverns (fire, lightning, poison, ice) you want before they start spawning. If you only want to spawn Alpha Wyverns, you don't need to select a wyvern type. This mod spawns regular unemodded wyverns (will spawn
Classic Flyers or Extinction Core wyverns if you have either mod installed). GriffinsGriffin Nest SpawningThe server administrator must place a Griffin Nest Altar (Spawner) anywhere in the map to begin the Griffin Nest spawning across the entire map. The position of the spawner has no influence on where the nests spawn. Nests spawn
directly under wild griffins. You only need ONE Griffin NEST altar on the map. Griffin SpawningThe server administrator must place a Griffin altar (spawner) to start the Griffin spawns near the altar. This mod spawns regular unemodded grippers. (will spawn Classic Flyers or Extinction Core Griffins if you have one of the mod installed)
PhoenixesPhoenix SpawningThe server administrator must place a Phoenix altar (spawner) to start the phoenix spawns near the altar. This mod spawns regular unemodded phoenixes. (will spawn Classic Flyers or Extinction Core Phoenix if you Mod installed) Rock DrakesRock Drake Nest SpawningThe server administrator must place a
Rock Drake Nest Altar (Spawner) somewhere on the map to start the Rock Drake Nest Spawns across the entire map. The position of the spawner has no influence on where the nests spawn. Nests spawn directly under wild rock rocks. You only need ONE rock Drake NEST altar on the map. Rock Drake SpawningThe server
administrator must place a Rock Drake Altar (Spawner) to start the rock drake near the altar. This mod spawns regular unemodded rock drakes. (will spawn Classic Flyers Rock Drakes if you have this mod installed) [www.paypal.me] Click here for MOD SPAWN CODESClick here for detailed spawner informationThis mod can be safely
removed without losing wyverns, griffins, phoenixes or rock drakes. SINGLE PLAYER ISSUEPatch 259 has changed the way dinos are stored in THE Stasi in SINGLE PLAYER, this mod will spawn wyverns and nests only when the dino is in sight. This mod will work properly in the single player if you add this to your game launch options:
-preventhibernationDedicated Server will still work well. Check out my other ModsArkPotsMy Discord: From ARK: Survival Evolved Wiki This article covers content that is exclusively available in the version on Steam, Xbox One, PS4, Epic Games. This creature, item, or feature has not yet been released in the version on Nintendo Switch.
This article covers content exclusively for the DLC: Aberration The Rock Drake Nest is a structure in ARK: Survival Evolved's Aberration DLC. Overview[edit | source edit] Rock Drake Nests hold Rock Drake Eggs. Notes[edit | edit source] Gallery[edit | edit source] References[edit | edit source] View source Comments Share
rockdrake_character_bp_ashen_c Chain BolaLarge Bear Trap Fertilized Fire Wyvern EggFertilized Poison Wyvern EggFertilized Lightning Wyvern EggFertilized Brute Wyvern EggFertilized Rok EggFertilized Water Wyvern Egg Pyrian Rock Drake Saddle (Lv 75) Upgraded Pyrian Rock Synopsis The Ash Plume Rock Drake is what is
considered by some to be one of the Zenith species of original creatures, brought about by Pyria's magical influence: they are Rock Drakes, immeated with the mighty dragon element. Skilled carriers of it, they are also immune to them being used against them. Ash Plume Rock Drake has used this adaptation to become much more
powerful and aggressive: becoming a dominant predator of Wyverns: with its elemental affinity to quickly beat all kinds of Wyvernkin: they are even known to steal and consume Wyvern eggs. They are a difficult and somewhat rare find: but highly valued as a really powerful rock Drake. Some even called it What Rock Drakes should have
been. Appearance Color Region 0 - Outer Pattern Color Region 1 - Feathers Color Region 3 - Feather Tips Color Region 4 - Main Body Color Region 5 - Underside Tough Ash Plume Rock Drakes are Knockout Tamings. While they can be subconsciously fed with meat, they cannot be effectively tamed by it. Instead, it must be fed various
wyvern eggs to be properly tamed. The fertilized eggs of the following species will all work without between them. Brute Wyvern Rok Water Wyvern Wyvern (fire, poison and lightning variants) Basic statistics, controls and skills AttributeBase Stat + Pro Lvl Health 1780 Endurance 745 Oxygen 250 Food 2000 Weight 650 melee damage
175% 175% Speed 100% N/A Torpidity 1560 Left Click - Bite 75 Base Damage Left Click (In Air While Pointed at a nearby Wall) - Pounce 97 Base Damage - Can Damage Stone Structures Right Click - Climb Allows the Ash Plume Rock Drake to traverse any solid surface. C - Camoflauge Turn Invisible X - Dragon Slash 60 Base
Damage - Dragon Elemental Attack Tamed Ash Rock Dragons generate passive Dragon element in their inventory. Notes/Trivia The Ash Plume Rock Drake as Zenith Species is a reference to the Zenith variants in the Monster Hunter Frontier franchise. The Wyverns' eggs in classic flyers cannot be used to tame Ash Plume Rock Drakes.
Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Rock Drake Taming Calculator Tips Stat Calculator Torpor Timer More Things I Did: Equaldex | Chacy | Installable This article covers content that is only available in the version on Steam, Xbox One, PS4, Epic Games. This creature, item, or feature has not yet
been released in the version on Nintendo Switch. This article covers content exclusively for the DLC: Aberration Rock Drake Eggs are articles in the Aberration DLC of ARK: Survival Evolved. It is used to hatch Rock Drake, can be used to make exceptional kibble (formerly Kibble (Rock Drake Egg)) and as the main taming food source for
Basilisk. Overview[edit | edit source] Rock Drake Eggs are accidentally dropped by Rock Drakes. They can be eaten or used to make exceptional kibble for taming Astrocetus, Griffin, Megalania, Rock Elemental, Thylacoleo and Yutyrannus. When you grab an egg in the presence of wild rock drakes, they become hostile and attack the
survivor. Acquisition[edit | edit source] Rock Drake Eggs can only be found in The Grave of the Lost, below Element Falls, which is located behind a twin waterfall. This area has a pronounced yellow light. Along the walls there are many indentations, some of which will contain a nest with a Rock Drake Egg. When the ice is stolen,
everyone nearby (within Element Falls) wild Rock Drake starts attacking the player. The fact that there are no usable flying creatures in Aberration combined with the small turning radius and gliding ability of the wild rock Drakes during the chase makes the acquisition of these eggs quite dangerous. Since the site is located in an irradiated
area, it is recommended to wear a full hazard suit. The place is also a possible place for nameless packs, so a source of charge light is recommended, such as lantern pets. With a Rock Drake[edit | edit source] If you already have a tamed Rock Drake, they are the easiest way to get an egg as it can slide away from the nest to climb the
waterfalls and immune to Is. Be sure to have it high on health and/or stamina, as the wild rock Drake will not take kindly to tamed rock Drakes once the egg has been taken, even if camouflaged. Without Rock Drake[edit | edit source] Some creatures are naturally immune to radiation in such as the Spino and the Megalosaurus. If they are
high enough, they can be used individually or in groups (preferably with mate boost and imprint for better success) to kill aggressive rock drakes after they have grabbed an egg. Roll Rat/Ravager[edit | edit source] Alternatively, a quick mount can be fed with Mushroom Brew for radiation protection, such as Roll Rat or Ravager, to escape
the chasing Drakes. When grabbing the ice, equipped with glider attachment, hightail from the nest where the dino is parked and run away from Element Falls. Spinosaurus/Megalosaurus[edit | edit source] Another option would be to bring a health-promoting dino (preferably one that can be mounted) and park somewhere upstairs. Then
bring a Ravager, along with a few climbing pick and a crossbow equipped with several zip-line anchors (zip-line anchor and gripping hook sticking not to work in most of the environment. Structures cannot be placed either. If you bring Megalosaurus' or Spinos, note that they get stuck down there when you bring them down the gorge).
Position the artificial zip line around the nest to ensure a quick getaway, and lure all the aggravated Rock Drake towards the aforementioned dino (make sure you get away as soon as possible to prevent death) to cope with them. Even with this method requires constantly fighting any rock Drake nearby when escaping. If you bring
Megalosaurus to get Rock Drake eggs, note Purlovias, which you can overwhelm and stun for 10 seconds. Karkinos[edit | edit source] Very mobile and moderately strong, Karkinos are a good choice, naturally immune to radiation in the area. A decent level one is very durable and its twin tongs attack is able to beat many Rock Drakes at
the same time. However, be careful that the Karkinos cannot attack while they are in the air, and given that Drake hit boxes take precedence over others, you can rise from a large crowd of angry lizards and not be able to defend yourself. Always try to kill as many as possible before stealing an egg. If patience isn't your deal, you should
bring at least one tribal mate with powerful, radiation-immune creatures (such as mate-boosted or/and imprinted Megalosaurus or Spino), also consider having a pump-action shotgun or assault rifle ready to defend you and your tame from the back of your crab. With all caution, this method can prove extremely rewarding; Karkinos are
able to reach all nests and deliver your survivor directly to the desired eggs, making you virtually invulnerable to any type of which could otherwise hit you on the way back to the relative safety of a saddle. Reaper King[edit | edit source] Possibly the best creature to collect a survivor's first Rock Drake Egg, the Reaper stake is almost never
used primarily for their extremely hard and time-consuming tame; While Rock Drakes itself is recommended to navigate the areas infested by Reaper Queen, navigate, you will find that even a mate-enhanced duo of Spinosaur or Megalosaurus are able to send unwanted queens and weaken the desired one with ease. One could also
consider using a structure-covered paraceratherium to sneak into its chamber and later build a trap to grab one (more information about tame). Reapers - also middle-level - are able to either overrun or overwhelm wild rock drakes, also because of their jumping ability (and similar to the carkinos) they can reach any nest of their choice
(ready to spend some time parking your Reaper). If you decide to run, try to use your jumping ability as much as possible (if you only run, your base speed is about the same as if not slightly slower than wild drakes). If combat is the option you have chosen, just remember to take the caution not to stand between the angry lizards and the
corrosive element ponds, or you could be forced into a very toxic bath. As a final clue, go ahead and get multiple eggs if you can, but don't be greedy - most Reaper Kings carry less than 700 points of weight and you don't want to confuse in elemental areas with more than 50% of your weight capacity in use. Without mount[edit | edit
source] Entering the area with the hope of getting an egg without the help of a mount is a largely stupid attempt, as Wild Rock Drakes will rave about the thief who owns it. However, it is feasible if you plan this right, and it is even easier if you are in possession of a full Tek armor, as you are able to jet up with the chest piece (provided you
wear enough element to hold throughout the run). However, if this is not possible, read the pointers. Glide from the top of the world and look down until you approach the nests. Once you're near the nest, watch the surroundings for each camouflaged rock Drake. Take note of: Never look back. The Rock Drakes won't stop chasing,
especially when gliding. Do not participate in an attack. Just run away, remember the goal and don't deviate from it. If necessary, bring several climbing tips. Climbing picks have durability as this method requires constant climbing. Keep both eyes peeled. Even if there are no chasing rock drakes, they are inherently aggressive towards the
player alone and will not hesitate to hunt on sight (especially because they are camouflaged). Never be stressed or heavy. Rock Drakes moves quickly, and with too much weight, Zustaus loads as you flee. You can also try the nearby Killing Drakes, although you should always expect more to come. Shotguns are a powerful weapon that
can be used against them; especially if you have more teammates to help you hatch out[edit | Edit source] Rock Drake Eggs need a very low temperature to hatch. At least 20 air conditioners in an enclosed room and depending on the location are required to reach the required temperature. It needs 3 days and 20 hours to grow into an
adult and they take Nameless Venom for embossing, petting can rarely be prompt however. Taming/breeding multiple dimetrodon can be a better option as you stack many of them in a small area and throw the eggs in the middle to incubate them without electricity. Notes/Trivia[edit | edit source] Before ARK: Homestead, Rock Drake
Eggs were the first to be fertile to be turned into a kibble. Rock Drake Eggs temperature to hatch are the opposite of Wyvern Egg (requires very high temperature). Rock Drake Eggs despawn not, even if their loot is timer 00:00. These eggs rot immediately when picked up by a player, while they still falsify all nearby Drakes. Nests that
don't seem to spawn new eggs probably have an egg that's snapped into the ground beneath them. The Cheat destroyall DroppedItemGeneric_FertilizedEgg_RockDrake_NoPhysics_C command is used to delete the server of all wild Steindrake eggs that have not been picked up by players. Some Rock Drakes seem to remain in a frenzy
even after a player dropped Aggro. When the player he returns aggroed, he sprints to his place as if he were attacking, and then returns to normal behavior (unless he aggroes again because he is so close). Transferring eggs from one inventory to another within the nest area counts as picking up an ice cream and will aggro all nearby
Drakes. Drakes.
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